
MASTER FACT SHEET

FERTILISER SOLUTION N-P 3-15 EC FERTILISER p/p

Total Nitrogen (N)  3,0 %

Ureic Nitrogen (N)     3,0 %

Water Soluble Phosphorus Pentoxide (P2O5)    15,0 %

pH  2

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

PROPERTIES

DECLARED CONTENT

OPTIONAL INFORMATION

Funciona

Funciona is a conditioner for phytosanitary treatment broths, which acts by modifying the physical and chemical 

properties of the water used.  
Its contribution improves the efficiency of the treatments carried out, avoiding problems of lack of  effectiveness, 
due to chemical and physical causes.

Funciona has four fundamental effects that make your treatments effective.

- PH regulation: It acts on the pH of the water, rectifying it according to the product to be used.
 It has buffer power, which allows for safer regulation.
- Wetting effect: Adjuvants, which slow down the drying speed.
- Anti-foaming: Contains substances that reduce foaming.
- Sequestrant effect: Reduces clogging caused by precipitates that occur more or less frequently
depending on the nature of the water and the mixtures made. 
- Colour Viewer: Funciona has a colour changer that modifies the colour of the water as soon as the ideal
 pH is reached.

- Presence of adjuvants in addition to the N-P solution
- Contains EDTA
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MASTER FACT SHEET

PRESENTATION

HANDLING AND DOSAGE INSTRUCTIONS

Funciona

For a correct handling, it is necessary to know more or less exactly the pH of the water that we are going 
to use to incorporate in the vat.This measurement can be carried out by means of pH tapes or more
precise measuring devices. 
Once the pH of the water is known and before incorporating the agrochemical products, we will 
incorporate FUNCIONA, at the dose necessary to bring our water to pH 6.
The dosage is indicated in the table on the label.
Note: You can check again with pH test strips whether the desired pH has been reached.

As a general rule, 40 cc/100 litres should be applied to lower the initial pH by one unit.

     INITIAL PH            PH FINAL SOLUTION            DOSE / 100l

7,5

10

9

8

9,5

5

6

6

6

6

60 cc

120 cc

80 cc

70 cc

100 cc

20Lt

STANDARD PACKAGING PALLET CONFIGURATION

 5Lt 1Lt 360Lt

 12x1  5x4

PACKAGING

BOX

800Lt 640Lt 1000Lt

 1Lt   5Lt  20Lt    IBC

CARING FOR AGRICULTURE
WE ALSO CARE FOR THE PLANET 
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